
Land Rights for Sustainable Development: 
The Role of Data 



Why should we be worried – what 
does our data say?



ACCOUNTABILITY
PEOPLE'S DATA FOR 

AN INCLUSIVE, EVIDENCE-BASED 
RESPONSE TO THE CLIMATE / ENV CRISES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Land tenure cuts across all global environmental policy spaces, and has been popping up in different degrees across the Rio Conventions, whether through decisions, specific safeguards or, such as in the GBF, targets, that recognize the importance of land rights for addressing our planetary crises. Relevant data helps us to:a) measure the links between tenure and carbon storage / biodiversity protection / reversing land degradation etc, b) identify specific challenges to land rights that also undermine ecoystems through, eg. land use changec) hold governments accountable in the implementation on land tenure / global env targets. 



PROTECTED
NOT ALL TENURE TYPES ARE

EQUALLY

● CERTAIN GROUPS ARE BETTER 
POSITIONED TO MITIGATE ADVERSE 
CLIMATE OUTCOMES, BUT THEIR RIGHTS 
ARE NOT EQUALLY PROTECTED

● REVIEW OF LEGAL FRAMEWORKS ACROSS 
30 COUNTRIES SHOWED IMPORTANT 
DISPARITIES WITH DIRECT IMPLICATIONS 
FOR CLIMATE 

Source: Four Years of People's Data on Land, LANDex, 2023

Legal Framework by Tenure Type and Group

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But within countries and regions, certain tenure types are more vulnerable. WHEN WE LOOKED ACROSS HOW THE LEGAL FRAMEWORKS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES PROTECTED PEOPLE’S RIGHTS, WE FOUND THAT COMMUNITY AND IP RIGHTS WERE GIVEN MUCH LESS PROTECTION THAN PRIVATE PROPERTY; AND THAT WOMEN’S RIGHTS WERE NOT AS WELL PROTECTED AS MEN’S. Johanna - using data will help us showcase thewe disparities, and subsequently the impact that can have on environmental outcomes



HUMAN RIGHTS
ATTACKS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

DEFENDERS 

● CHARACTERIZES RISK TO THOSE WHO 
DEFEND LAND, TERRITORIES AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT: KILLINGS AS TIP OF THE 
ICEBERG

● INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND 
ORGANISATIONS OVERREPRESENTED IN 
ATTACKS, GREEN TRANSITION RISKS 
REPEATING PATTERNS OF VIOLENCE

Attacks against ILEDs in Colombia

Source: Uncovering the Hidden Iceberg, ALLIED, 2023



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The overall figures are alarming. Prindex’s data from 2018-19 shows that nearly 1 in 5 adults feel that they may have to leave their homes or their land against their will in the foreseeable future.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That is almost 1 billion people around the world that might be evicted from where they live, farm, or do their business.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The situation is worse in some parts of the world - the Middle East and North Africa (28%) and SSA (26%) - compared to only 12% of people in Europe and Central Asia who feel insecure.



INSERT TITLE SLIDE FOR LMI









Why should we be worried?

There is plenty of data related to land. 
Very little of it is available and accessible as a public good.

Source: Openness of Public Data, 
Global Data Barometer 2023

Land-related data is consistently
ranked lowest to be open,
compared to data about the
climate, public finances, public
procurement, and health.



What can we do?

We assess the state of land information and data by country. 
The Land Portal’s State of Land Information program includes longform country 
reports, a global index, and national-level collaboration. 
In particular, the SOLIndex evaluates the completeness and openness of public sector 
land information to provide globally comparable indicators. It complements existing 
land governance monitoring systems from partners. It is a diagnostic tool. 

Monitor the state of land information at the country-level.
Work with governments to open up land data for the public.



Four categories of data assessed in 15
countries in Africa:
● Land Tenure, Land Use, Land

Development, Land Value
Data on Land Tenure and Land Use, while
still low, tends to be slightly more open.
● TENURE AVG Score - 8
● USE AVG Score - 10

We simply do not have open data on Land
Value and Land Development.
● Development AVG Score - 4
● Value AVG Score - 2

What did we find?

Land administration data is not open.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These general results are not about scoring an individual country but providing a benchmark that enable a more structured conversation around what data is available and how accessible it is. This analysis provides technical entry points to improve national LIS but is also political discussion around transparency and what should be open. Scores range from 0 to100



What does the data say?

Commitment to Access to Information (ATI) is improving.
ATI is the first step towards opening up data as a public good.

Source: Land Portal Foundation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open access to information has become a standard in the last decade through adoption of ATI (⅔ countries in the world adopted ATI legislations and more half of countries in Africa. Has become a global principle for transparency. ATI represent a legal and political commitment towards openness



Using land data to support 
environmental challenges and 

guide an evidence-based response 
to climate change  



VISIBILITY 
MAPS AND DATA FOR IMPROVED

OF FOREST AND BIODIVERSITY CUSTODIANS

● HELPING INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES ADVOCATE FOR 
THEIR LAND RIGHTS, VITAL FOR THE 
CLIMATE AND ECOSYSTEMS 

● ONLINE PLATFORM HIGHLIGHTS LAND 
AT RISK, DRIVERS OF INSECURITY AND 
PRESENCE OF EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES, 
AMONG OTHER VARIABLES

Source: LandMark, 2024

Indigenous Land Held or Used 
Not Acknowledged by Government

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Landmark will also help to demonstrate the positive linkages between tenure and environmental protection. For example, we can add carbon layers, biodiversity layers and land use change over information on tenure, helping communities showcase the positive contribution they are making vis-a-vis biodiversity and climate targets, as well as reversing land degradation. Example Philippines: PAFID used Landmark to advocate for improved ICCA lawExample Suriname: Samaaka People used Landmark to demonstrated illegal deforestation in their territory with the construction of a road in a court case and in a hearing by Interamerican Commission on Human Rights



TARGET GROUPS 
DATA REFLECTING

FOR BETTER CLIMATE POLICIES

● DIVERSE DATA AND METHODS NEEDED 
TO UNDERSTAND KEY POPULATIONS
○ OFFICIAL DATA 
○ COMPLEMENTARY INITIATIVES
○ FOCUS GROUPS 

● MONITORING ROLE OF LAND IN 
INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS ON 
CLIMATE AND BIODIVERSITY 

INCLUSIVE DATA AS A BASIS FOR IMPROVED POLICIES

Source: Philippines, Inclusive Land Tenure for the SDGs, IFAD and ILC, 2023



Prindex (5 mins)

1. Tracking tenure security to identify hotspots of vulnerability and developing 
methodologies to capture collective rights. 





The Land Matrix Initiative (5 mins)

1. LMI: monitoring compliance of land-intensive climate action with global land 
governance frameworks







Data – for what purpose? 

We inform. We open. We debate. 

Improving documentation, 
mapping and monitoring 
of land governance issues through a 
widely used platform providing data, 
structured information, tools and 
services. 

Advocating and 
implementing open data 
principles 
to ensure that land data is 
interoperable, open, and fully 
accessible by the public.

Promoting, informing  and 
enriching the global debate 
and practice 
on key land issues while raising the 
visibility of national, regional and 
international partners. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
data not a n end in it itself 



How is land data fundamental to climate discourse?

80 country profiles 
on the Land Portal 
are gateways to 

understanding land 
governance in a 
given country.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
with the overall assumption that land is cross cutting and multidimensional (land is soil, land is identity, land is a means of production, ) Breaking silos, linking communities, collecting data across stakeholder groups is fundamental as is fundamental making sense of data by putting them in context and offering different entry points. Country profiles, issue pages, list of land related projects highly curatedSDG tracker that illustrate the SDG process.



Making sense of pressing issues in climate change

COMING UP!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
webinar reveal untapped knowledge from completely different perspectives and they have an incredible convening power



Conclusions: do we need to be worried?

1. Land tenure insecurity is widespread and persists

2. Different groups enjoy varying levels of land rights protection

3. Climate solutions put additional pressures on land under insecure tenure and risk 
perpetuating violations and dispossession – with “mega-land-deals” re-emerging

4. Access to land data remains limited and intransparent



Conclusions: can land data can be used to guide an 
evidence-based response to climate change? 

1. Good land data needed to tackle climate change and broader environmental 
challenges .

2. Good data: robust and trusted, covering all types of land users and tenure 
regimes, and openly available to all.

3. From a variety of sources - government and citizens - to enable inputs of different 
perspectives in climate policies and programmes.

4. With strong, participatory monitoring to ensure compliance with global frameworks 
on land governance.



Ways forward

How can this data translate into support for governments fulfilling their national 
and international commitments and aspirations - and hold them accountable on 
these? 

a. Frameworks we can report to: SDG; UNCCD; CBD; VGGTs 
b. National Land Coalitions
c. Global accountability mechanisms: FAO - GLO being developed as a way to 

harness all existing data. 
d. What can the EC do?

i. Continue supporting data initiatives
ii. Use data at country level to inform discussions with governments and in 

programme design
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